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Abstract—A planar “T” like passive UHF RFID temperature
sensor is here proposed for application inside the fresh concrete at
the purpose to hydration monitoring during the curing procedure
into caissons.
Since the concrete’s electromagnetic parameters significantly
change along with the drying process, the antenna modeling
and design consider both the electromagnetic and the chemical
phenomena. The described tag layout is such to separate, by
means of a two-conductor transmission line, the sensing device,
e.g. a specialized RFID IC placed up to 15cm deep into the
concrete, from the scavenging element, placed instead outside
the concrete. Computer simulation and then extensive laboratory
experimentation in real conditions demonstrated that, despite of
the low sensitivity of the IC and the high losses of concrete, the
proposed RFID sensor tag provides reasonable communication
performance in passive mode with read ranges up to 2 meters,
and fast and reliable temperature sensing capabilities that look
comparable with that of more invasive and costly wired measurement systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless monitoring of civil infrastructures health during
construction and lifetime, is nowadays collecting growing interest in the emerging paradigms of Wireless Sensor Networks
and Internet of Things [1]. Majority of civil structures, such
as tunnels, bridges and buildings are built by assembling
precast concrete blocks (segments), which are transported to
the construction site after casting and curing. Curing is the
process wherein the concrete is protected from loss of moisture
and kept within a reasonable temperature range. The result
of this process is an increased strength and decreased permeability. The accelerated curing, instead, consists in heating
the ashlar of fresh concrete according to a controlled manner
so that the artifact develops good mechanical strength in a
few hours, rather than after the conventional 28 days [2].
This process known as “curing concrete” brings significant
economic benefits, it speeds up the fabrication process and
increases the reliability of the structures. It is crucial, however,
to monitor the internal temperature in order to be able to
adjust the oven heating during the process and accordingly to
control the maturation of the block. Moreover, starting from
temperature information, it is possible to derive parameters
such as the degree of hydration, and the mechanical properties of the block. Conventional monitoring methods involve
thermocouples which measure the temperature at the center
of the ashlar. The technological limits are the high costs and
the presence of cables that must be removed when the process
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is completed. For these reasons, the maturation quality of the
ashlar is checked only for some samples.
Battery-less and wireless devices could instead enable a
true pervasive displacement of temperature sensors. Among
the various technologies that are potentially applicable to this
scenario, Radiofrequency Identification (RFID) systems may
by a strategic solution thanks to their low-cost and the absence
of battery, which are compatible with disposable application.
RFID tags may be drowned in matters or camouflaged by
paintings, while being easily geo-spatially identified through
their unique identification code [3]. Although RFID’s main
application is in logistic, it was very recently demonstrated
how to extract physical information about the tagged object
by transforming the tag antenna itself into a sensor [4], or
else by functionalizing the antenna with chemical compounds
having sensing features [5]. Temperature RFID sensors have
been extensively studied and can be divided in three main
categories. The first type consider a “thermal switch” or fuse,
where a material changes its state when the external temperature overcomes a given threshold, and the event is permanently
written into a physical memory [6]-[8]. The second type
is an instantaneous RFID sensor, which instead involves a
sensitive material capable to continuously react and change
its properties to the change of temperature [9]. However, a
true spread of the autonomous RFID temperature sensing will
be probably boosted by a new family of RFID microchips
equipped with an integrated temperature sensor and with a
local Analog to Digital Converter [10]-[11]. Accordingly, the
temperature information is read from the tag straight away in
a digital form.
Fig.1 describes possible scenarios, where RFID-powered
systems could support pervasive temperature sensing for curing concrete applications. A distributed network of battery-less
tags with sensing capability is wirelessly interrogated by handheld or fixed RFID readers during all the maturation process. A
first analysis of the microwave power received and transmitted
from sensors buried in concrete at 5,7 GHz can be found
in [12]. The use of passive RFID temperature sensors in the
UHF band, that are directly embedded into concrete ashlars
for structural health monitoring, is instead still an unbeaten
path.
This contribution presents a novel design of a passive RFID
temperature sensor suited to deep integration into concrete.
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The casting of fresh concrete is directed in form-works of the
desired shape, usually made of wood, plastic or steel.
It is well known how the electromagnetic field is highly
affected by the dielectric properties of the medium: Since concrete is a lossy material, its influence on RFID antennas working in close proximity to it needs to be carefully taken into
account. Concrete dielectric properties, such as the permittivity
"(T, m, p, f, wc , c), and the conductivity (T, m, p, f, wc , c),
are generally related to the temperature T, the external humidity m, the frequency f, the time t spent from casting, the
location p, the water-cement ratio w/c and the type of cement
c.
The dielectric properties of concrete are available from [13][16] for different ranges of frequencies and degree of hydration
hy , i.e. the ratio between the amount of hydrated cement and
the initial amount. By fitting data from previous references it is
possible to estimate the trend of conductivity and permittivity
at UHF frequencies during concrete maturation process (Fig.
2), which will be used in the following numerical analysis.
It is worth noticing that while the conductivity decreases
proportionally to the degree of hydration, the trend of the
permittivity is not monotonic and reaches its peak at about
one-fifth of the maturation process.

Figure 1. Scenarios of RFID-powered systems for curing concrete monitoring:
RFID passive sensors buried within concrete are wirelessly interrogated by
hand-held readers (top) for applications such as the spritz beton in galleries,
or by fixed readers (bottom) for temperature monitoring during the ashlar
heating inside ovens.

The tag’s layout includes an external radiative part connected
to a two-conductors transmission line immersed inside the
concrete. Sensing is performed by the EM4325 IC [10] able to
work as conventional RFID transponder as well as to provide
temperature measurements in the [-40°C,+64°C] range (in
passive mode) with a resolution of 0.25°C.
Section II reviews the electromagnetic parameters of the
concrete during hydration and estimates the expected performance of tags in the proximity of air-concrete interface.
Section III introduces the selected tag’s layout and describes
the design methodology accounting for the multi-physic nature
of the problem. Section IV finally reports the experimental
characterization of the sensor concerning the communication
performance and the temperature sensing accuracy during
a typical heating process in comparison with conventional
thermocouples.
II. RFID C OMMUNICATION IN THE C ONCRETE
Concrete is a mixture of cement, water and aggregated
composites. A malleable compound is obtained by mixing
proper amounts of each constituent, which naturally gets the
final mechanical strength in approximately twenty-eight days.

Figure 2. Top) Permittivity of concrete vs. degree of hydration (f=868MHz);
bottom) conductivity vs degree of hydration (f=868MHz).

The aim of the proposed RFID sensor is to ensure the
communication with the reader while performing temperature
measurements at the center of the ashlar of concrete. In
order to preliminary evaluate the performance of an RFID
tag designed to work in close proximity of the concrete,
two configurations were simulated by a MOM solver: a /2
dipole in air lying at the concrete-air interface and the same
antenna immersed 15 cm deep inside concrete (Fig. 3 top).
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Fig.3 bottom shows the computed radiation gains along the
z>0 direction. It is clearly visible how the maximum gain
of the dipole immersed in concrete is below -100dB making
this device completely unreadable from outside. The dipole
placed on the interface concrete/air exhibits instead a gain of
the order of -10dB and more, that may enable in principle the
communication with a remote reader.

strips are insulated from both sides by the same Forex slab
where the antenna is placed in, at the purpose to prevent an
excessive degradation of the communication performance. The
two conductors are placed at a distance d < 100 such that their
overall radiating effect is negligible. In order that all the power
is transferred from the antenna to the load (i.e. the microchip),
the length of the line lf must be a multiple of /2 in the
medium. Therefore, the line is a balanced structure, whose
length was designed, in first approximation as lf = 12 p" ,
with " permittivity of concrete at an intermediate stage of
maturation hy = 0.5, and subsequently tuned and optimized
by electromagnetic simulations.
3) The EM4325 microchip placed at the line termination
having the functionality of radio, data storage, and temperature sensor. The IC position inside concrete defines the
point of temperature sampling. The EM4325 is a device of
size 6.4mm ⇥ 3mm (version TSSP08) having impedance
Z chip = 23.3 j145⌦ at 868MHz and power sensitivity
Pchip = 8dBm in passive mode). The temperature sensor
integrated in the chip exploits the principle of the link currentvoltage transistor, enabling temperature monitoring in the
range [-40°C, +64°C] with 0.25°C resolution in passive mode.
The temperature RFID tag will be hereafter denoted as T-Tag.

Figure 3. Top) /2 dipole antennas simulation set-up. Concrete was simulated
with a degree of hydration hy = 0.5 (see Fig. 2), having infinite dimensions
in x and y directions; Bottom) simulated gain along the z>0 direction in the
UHF global RFID band of the two dipoles.

III. D ESIGN OF THE P ROBE - TAG T EMPERATURE S ENSOR
To sense the concrete temperature at the required depth a
probe-augmented T-match dipole is here considered. The antenna structure (Fig. 4) includes three physical and functional
blocks.
1) A harvesting part, that is external to concrete, consisting
of a simple dipole antenna able to collect the electromagnetic energy radiated from a reader. The antenna lies on
a dielectric slab, a 4mm-thick Forex substrate ("r = 1.55
and = 6 ⇥ 10 4 S/m) which acts as mechanical support.
The dipole is connected to a T-match which plays as input
impedance adapter in order to balance the chip impedance
and ensure the maximum power transfer.
2) A probe consisting of a two-conductors transmission
line made by parallel tracks (microstrips) connected to the
T-match of the dipole. The line is suited to convey the energy
collected by the antenna to the inner part of concrete. The

Figure 4. Layout (left) of the probe-tag sensor on 4mm-thick Forex substrate
for placement inside the concrete (right).

The communication performance of the T-Tag have been
evaluated in terms of the realized gain ĜT = GT · ⌧ , e.g. the
gain of the tag scaled by the power transfer coefficient
⌧=

4Rchip Ra
1
|Zchip + Za |2

(1)

with ZA = Ra + jXa input impedance of the antenna.
Since the electromagnetic parameters of the concrete are timedependent along with the hydration phenomena, the T-Tag
has been tuned to the EM4325 IC (by acting on the Tmatch parameters {a,b}) in the case of concrete’s permittivity
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and conductivity corresponding to an intermediate hydration
level hy = 0.5, e.g. at half the maturation process. A power
transmission coefficient ⌧ = 0.95 was achieved at 868MHz
for an antenna with dimensions as in Tab. I. Accordingly,
the simulated realized gain (along z>0 direction) is shown
in Fig.5 top. The G⌧ remains stable at a value of roughly 10dB till half the process dynamic range, while it improves
of about 5dB at the end of maturation, due to the decrease
of conductivity and losses of concrete (Fig.2). By applying
free space Friis formula, having considered the realized gain
along z>0 direction and a reader’s emitted power EIRP =
3.2W (the maximum allowed by regulations in Europe) in
linear polarization, the estimated maximum reading distance
during the process is shown in Fig.5 bottom. The reader-tag
communication is therefore feasible up to 1m at every time
and the maximum read range reaches almost 2 meters in case
of dry concrete.
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Figure 6. Top) Prototypes of the T-tag and bottom) measurement set-up for
communication performance characterization. Measurements were performed
along the direction linking the tag to the reader.

The communication performance of the T-tag were characterized in terms of realized gain, by means of both simulations
and measurements in two different states of concrete maturation. Given the reader gain GR , the reader-tag distance d, the
polarization factor ⌘p between the reader and the tag and the
to
measured turn-on power Pin
, e.g. the minimum input power
required to the reader’s unit to force the microchip to send
back its code, the measured realized gain can be estimated by
the following formula:
Ĝ⌧ =
Figure 5. Simulated realized gain (top) and estimated maximum read range
(bottom) of the T-tag, as a function of degree of hydration (f=868 MHz).

IV. E XPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
A. Communication Performance
Several prototypes of the T-tag were fabricated for experimental tests. One of the T-tags was immersed in a caisson filled
with fresh concrete to measure the realized gain in realistic
conditions (Fig. 6).
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Measurements were carried out by means of the ThingMagic M5-e reader driven by a proprietary control software.
The reader’s antenna was a broad-band 5dB linear polarized
patch, placed 50cm away from the radio-sensor. The measured
and simulated realized gain versus frequency are reported
in Fig.7 (tags and reader’s antenna are aligned) for two
considered degree of hydration: hy ⇡ 0 (by measuring the
tag immediately after the casting) and hy ⇡ 1 (by performing
the same measurement after one month of drying).
Measurements and simulations show good agreement,
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Figure 7. Simulated and measured realized gains versus frequency in case of
T-tag immersed in concrete and for two degrees of hydration.

mainly at the reference European frequency 868MHz, where
differences are less than 1dB. The estimated read range, for
the case of 3.2W EIRP radiated by the reader, is about 80cm
in case of fresh concrete (hy ⇡ 0) and reaches over 2m in
case of dry concrete (hy ⇡ 1).
B. Temperature Sensing
The temperature sensing capabilities of the T-tag were
finally tested during the controlled heating of a cylindrical
specimen of fresh concrete (diameter: 15cm; height: 30cm)
placed inside an industrial oven (Fig.8.top). The T-tag was
inserted into the concrete so that the RFID chip EM4325 was
at 12cm depth. A K-type thermocouple was moreover placed
in the same position to provide a reference measurement.
Data acquisition from the thermocouple, was controlled by
MGCplus of HBM, a modular system for laboratory and
test benches, while the T-tag was wirelessly interrogated by
the CAEN-Quark UHF reader, capable to establish the nonstandard protocol for temperature acquisition and reading.
Immediately after casting, the specimen was exposed for
2 hours to ambient temperature and hence heated by a oven
set to 50°C for approximately 3 hours. The reader’s antenna
was placed outside the oven, at 20 cm from the oven glass
cover. Finally, the oven was turned off to analyze the cooling
process. Fig.8.bottom shows the measured temperatures of
the RFID sensor and thermocouple. It is clearly visible how
the temperature measured by the T-tag and the thermocouple
exactly follow a same profile, with a maximum difference
of less than 0.5°C all along the process, confirming the full
reliability of the passive radio-sensor for concrete temperature
monitoring applications.
C ONCLUSIONS

Figure 8. Top) measurement set-up for temperature sensing inside concrete;
bottom) temperature curves inside concrete measured by the T-tag and the
thermocouple, during the heating/cooling process.

during hydration. The achieved sensor preserves reasonable
communication performance suitable for short-range remote
sensing all along the drying process and it is able to detect
temperature variations inside concrete with a resolution of
0.25°C. From temperature measurements it is possible to
derive fundamental parameters such as the degree of hydration
and the mechanical properties. Current limits of the proposed
tag concern the modest reading distance for fresh concrete
(80cm) and the upper limit of temperature measured in passive
mode (64°C). Improvements of the sensor are currently under
research, by considering more reliable substrate materials to
minimize production costs and maximize the resistance, and
by experimenting new layouts with shielded transmission lines
that are fully insensitive to changes in dielectric properties of
the concrete.

The proposed passive RFID sensor for thermal measurements inside the concrete has been obtained by a multiphysic modeling and design procedure fully accounting for
the change of the electromagnetic properties of the concrete
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